
TI{E TRUTH ABOUT

FUEI IIVJECTORS
an M M investigation by IAN SPELLER
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O Fashion, it aeenrs, is set by the competition boys. lf a
new gimmick appear on the race track then at's a must
for the road. Because large diameter carburettors are
used on racing machines, many road riders try to use
thern-usually with poor results. Their motors become
hopelessh flooded from the sxcess of fuel, the bike
becomes difficuh to stert and is erratic. Wath the
Wal Phillips fuel injector scoring success after success
on the dirt and tack, MM decided to test out this
"instant speed" goodie and find out if it really does live
up to its fabulous reputation.
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M M went along with Wal Phillips to the a flange-fitting carburettor-for those
new race track at Lydden. near Dover in normally fitted with a stub type. such as
Keni.WetookaG22SoccMatchlesswith Villiers motors, anadaptorwill havetobe
us to try the injector on-the bike was lent used to convert from stub to flange.
to us by Des Deeprose of Brownhill Rd. Due to its design. the injector can be
Catford. who also supplied us with one of used at almost any angle-on some bikes
hfs- -swepr--6xhauEr- pl-p-es' irnd sp6ns--5uc6--E-S---Vel66El
silencers, which he makes for the light- AMC singles. it works bener upside-
weightAMCmodels down ! On many bikes. it is necessary to

We started by trying the bike with the either cut a larger hole in the tool-box or
Amal Monobloc carburettor-this is fitted remove a fixed air cleaner. The instrument
as standard equipment. We checked the is some inches longer than an ordinary
top speed, acceleration from O-50 mph. carburettor and tends to foul some of the
time taken for a standing quarter, and the tinware on the bike. As the face joint is
mpg. The economy test did not take ptace already precision-ground no gasket is
at the same time as the speed testing. necessary but one of the heat-resisting

The results can be seen in the graph. types can be used with advantage.
The fuel injector will give a higher top The original throttle cable is used and a

appearance leads many people to think
that adjustment is also simple-this is not
the case however.

Adiustment and checking
To start with you have to throw all your

s iG,SofmE-r6-
away. With a carb you can alter any one
of six or more settings without touching
the others. With the injector if the top end
is altered, so must the bottom end. The
first stage in adjusting is the bottom end.
This is done by setting the jet without
altering the butterfly-the connecting link is
moved up to weaken and down to richen.

When the bottom end is correct
(checked with a plug reading). the bike
should be placed on its centre stand with
the motor running and the throttle quickly
opened up wide. lf there ls a lot of black
smoke from the exhaust, the top end is too
rich and it must be weakened off. On a
two-stroke. too-rich mixture will be shown
by a vast amount of blue smoke.

speed. better acceleration and slightly
more mpg than an ordinary carburettor
with no other adjustments.

Engine conditaon
The critical factor is the adiustment of

the ignition timing, points gap and plug
gap. For any noticeable increase in per-
formance all these must be set to the
manufacturer's specification. A bike that is
not running well because of a general lack
of maintenance will not be transformed by
the addition cf a fuel injector-the motor
has to be running correctly to start with.

The 4njector will fit all engines that have

return spring is supplied with the new
injector.

The way in which Wal's wonder works
is very simple-petrol runs through a
metered jet and is mixed with a certain
proportion of air which is controlled by a
butterfly valve. The proportions can be
altered to give weaker or richer mixtures.
The fuel is gravity fed. and to stop rhe
engine. the best way is to turn the petrol
tap off.

The simple appearance of the instrument
has caused people to question its effici-
ency. "How can it work-it's nowhere as
complicated as a carburettor?" This simple

To weaken the mixture. the throttle stop
is lowered a turn or so. This closes the jet
slightly at full throttle but it also upsets the
butterfly which must be wide open. This is
corrected by lengthening the connecting
link so that the butterfly is full open and the
jet is slightly shut.

All injectors are sent out on the rich
side. lf the top end is not rich enough, a

larger jet must be fitted-it is not possible
to enrichen the jet once it is wide open at
fgll tfuotrle.

Setting the butterfly will have weakened
the bottom end so that must be checked
and altered again. Usually it will have to be
richened by lowering the connecting link
on the long threaded arm. The bottom
end can be altered without the top end
being affected. but not vice versa. The
useful part of an injector on racing
machines is that once it is correct. it is not
necessary to alter it. Whereas the carbs
need different main jets for best per-
formance under slightly varying conditions,
the injector needs no attention at all.

Working for only a few minutes on our
test bike, Wal had the injector working
perfectly and the bike could be used to
the limit on the fine surface of the *-mile
track at Lydden..

The fuel injectors cost from €6 1 7s. 6d.
from most dealers. or from Wal at 1 16a
New Kent Rd. London. S.E.1.
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